Digital Signature Software for
Secure Document Signing
The trusted solution for fast, efficient,
and protected document transactions

AgileStamp® is designed to meet the digital signing needs of multidisciplinary engineering, environmental consulting, and testing
firms. Secure signing with AgileStamp seamlessly integrates with MetaField® and AgilePort®, as well as other leading industry
software platforms, and can be customized to meet the specific needs of your firm.

WHY USE A DIGITAL SIGNATURE?

Paper-based contracts, purchase orders, work orders, proposals, RFIs, change orders, and other documents requiring multiple
signatures can result in lost or missing information, frustrating miscommunication and costly project delays. When using digital
signatures, your team gets the approvals they need in minutes rather than hours or days.
Moving from paper-based to digital enables efficient document transactions, along with the ability to easily track and manage
required documentation against your project team’s workflow. And Standard Digital Signatures are recognized by the majority of
legal and professional entities as proof of the signer’s identity, intent and the integrity of the document.

DIGITAL SIGNATURES SPEED UP WORK CYCLES
• Scalable: Accessible and easy to use by a few signers to several thousand users.
• Highly configurable: Offers personal signatures as well as various certification stamps such as state PE seals.
• Mobile-enabled: Whether you’re on the job site or in the office, you have the ability to sign documents anytime,
anywhere and from any supported device.
• Cost efficient for high ROI: Reduced errors and greater speed in completing document transactions result in
cost saving benefits and increased profitability.
• Improve productivity with batch signing: AgileStamp allows project stakeholders to sign hundreds of documents,
making bulk signing fast and efficient.

EASY WORKFLOW INTEGRATION

AgileStamp integrates with MetaField and AgilePort, as well as leading workflow and content management systems such as
Microsoft® SharePoint®, allowing you to track and manage the approval process from end to end. It is designed as a plugin for
DM/ECM/BPM systems or other existing infrastructures.

COMPLETELY SECURE AND INDUSTRY COMPLIANT

Powered by the market-leading DocuSign® Signature Appliance, AgileStamp enables a wide range of industry use cases, providing
signature transactions that are protected in a centralized, secure hardware device. Any attempt to tamper with digital signatures on
AgileStamp will be detected.
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System Requirements and Specifications: Optimized for desktop and mobile, including iOS, Android, and Windows
Remote user:

3G/4G Cellular, Wi-Fi, or wired internet-connected device with a JavaScript/HTML5
compatible browser

Office user:

Broadband, commercial grade connection to the internet using PC with compatible
versions of Google Chrome, FireFox, or Microsoft Internet Explorer

To learn more about how AgileStamp integrates with MetaField to help your firm streamline
complex workflows for greater productivity and profitability visit www.agileframeworks.com.
Call 1.800.779.1196 or email sales@agileframeworks.com to request a FREE DEMO.
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